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Senate Resolution 1360

By: Senators Wiles of the 37th, Rogers of the 21st, Thompson of the 33rd, Stoner of the 6th

and Hill of the 32nd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society; and for other1

purposes.2

WHEREAS, the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society is an organization that promotes3

the preservation of historic structures significant to the heritage of Cobb County, Georgia;4

and5

WHEREAS, for more than 30 years, the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society has ensured6

the region's culturally relevant buildings and sites continue to enhance Cobb County's quality7

of life, economy, and tourism; and8

WHEREAS, through thoughtful leadership, advocacy, and public education, the Cobb9

Landmarks and Historical Society has succeeded in preserving and protecting some of10

Georgia's most historically relevant buildings; and11

WHEREAS, the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society's success is made possible by the12

generosity of its dedicated supporters, who care deeply about local history; and13

WHEREAS, the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society provides engaging programs and14

activities that reach thousands of preservationists, tourists, teachers, college students, and15

school children; and16

WHEREAS, the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society recently held an awards ceremony17

recognizing individuals who had made significant contributions to preservation efforts in18

Cobb County and the promotion of the group's mission and objectives; and19

WHEREAS, former Marietta Mayor Bill Dunaway was honored for his work restructuring20

the Marietta Historic Board of Review; and21
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WHEREAS, the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society's leadership role in preserving22

Georgia's past is worthy of recognition.23

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body24

commend the Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society for its three decades of efficient,25

effective, and thoughtful work in preserving the historic treasures of Cobb County and26

Georgia.27

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed28

to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the Cobb Landmarks and Historical29

Society.30


